CHAPTER XXXIX:
T read at London Mr. McLano's first offic.ial report upon the finances, and, fully awaro of the condition of things at Washington anil of the positions of all parties, T regarded it as a state paper calculated to supersede President Jackson as the ettie.ient head of his own administration upon a vital point by which it was destined to stand or fall. Sensible, of the. embarrassment not to say humiliation to which my venerable friend would unavoidably be, exposed by the appearance of such a document, coming from such a source, and by the consequent exultation of his enemies, T could not; but experience, pain and mortification when I reflected upon the. "agency I had exerted to bring about, an appoint men! productive, of such results. I had not hesitated a moment in rejecting Mr. Mi-Lane's advice, in respect, to my hurried return to the United States and to seeking a seat- in the. Senate at- the close of its session as in the. last degree unwise, yet. upon neither point had the suggestion raised in my mind a doubt of the sincerity of his friendship.
Thus much I had written on this subject almost in the. words as they stand now precisely in those words so far as they speak of .Major Lewis, when I was reminded by one of the preceding letters of the, close, friendship which had long existed between him and MeLnne, sincere as I had reason to know it was on the part of Lewis, and, what, had a more particular bearing upon the- subject before me, of a message from (jeneral Jackson to Me Lane- or to Major Harry of which I^ewis had once, fold me that- he was the bearer. The, import of the message, as far as my memory served, is se.t. forth in the, letter from myself to Lewis which follows. I had not then nor have 1 now any recollection of what I said or did in regard to the message referred to, neither can I fix the period at which the communcation was made to me by Lewis. My conclusion however is that it was at, the time when it was my intention to suffer bygones on the. point- involved to remain bygones, and that I therefore, did not heed the information. These reminiscences suggested the idea of affording Major Ix'.wis an opportunity to say what he might think proper in regard to the course Mr. Mi-Lane, had pursued towards' me in my absence, as he was for many reasons the individual
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